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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. Edward M. Weaver, 48 Wildflower Court, Nederland, Colorado 80466. 3 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 4 

A. I am the President of First Tracks Consulting Service, Inc. 5 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying? 6 

A. I am testifying on behalf of Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company 7 

(“Nicor Gas” or the “Company”). 8 

Q. Are you the same Edward M. Weaver that provided direct testimony in this matter? 9 

A. Yes. 10 

II. ITEMIZED ATTACHMENTS 11 

Q. Are there any exhibits to your rebuttal testimony? 12 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring Nicor Gas Exhibit 8.1, which is a copy of the Illinois Attorney 13 

General (“AG”) witness Mr. Philip H. Mosenthal’s response to Nicor Gas data request 14 

NG 2.02. 15 

III. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 16 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 17 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to direct testimony by Illinois 18 

Commerce Commission (“Commission”) Staff (“Staff”) and intervenors addressing the 19 

recommendations for managing evaluation risk that I discussed in my direct testimony.  20 
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Specifically, in my direct testimony, I recommended a risk management approach with 21 

three components: 22 

• A revised net-to-gross (“NTG”) framework that ensures that NTG changes always 23 

apply prospectively (Weaver Dir., Nicor Ex. 2.0, 19:412-417);  24 

• Savings goals that will be adjusted after the start of Nicor Gas’ Energy Efficiency 25 

Plan (“EEP”) to remain current with NTG and technical reference manual (“TRM”) 26 

changes that also occur after the start of the EEP (Id. at 19:446-20:454); and 27 

• Savings goals that include a residual risk adjustment to compensate for remaining 28 

evaluation risk (although this adjustment could be set to zero if the Commission 29 

adopts both recommendations in the two preceding bullets) (Id. at 22:470-480). 30 

Q. Please summarize your conclusions. 31 

A. I modify my recommendations to incorporate features recommended by Staff and 32 

intervenors in their direct testimony, and to make my recommendations consistent with 33 

the Commission’s Final Orders entered in Docket Nos. 13-0495 and 13-0498 with respect 34 

to the EEPs of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) and Ameren Illinois 35 

Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois (“Ameren Illinois”).  Specifically: 36 

• Regarding the NTG framework, I recommend that the Commission adopt a 37 

modification of my proposal to provide a role for the Stakeholder Advisory Group 38 

(“SAG”) and also to clarify the role of the independent evaluator in determining NTG 39 

ratios. 40 

• Regarding the spillover component of my recommended NTG framework, I 41 

recommend that the Commission adopt modified language to direct the independent 42 
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evaluator to consider spillover while being mindful of any excessive costs, and to 43 

measure spillover in relation to the predicted impacts of such measurements.  I also 44 

recommend that the Commission retain language from my direct testimony that 45 

allows the independent evaluator to reduce costs by relying on deemed spillover 46 

values developed from evaluations of other programs.  47 

• Regarding adjustable savings goals, I continue to recommend that the Commission 48 

adopt the recommendations from my direct testimony, as well as the direct testimony 49 

of Nicor Gas witness Mr. James Jerozal Jr. (Jerozal Dir., Nicor Ex. 1.0, 32:699-50 

35:768).  I also recommend that the Commission adopt some of the conditions 51 

recommended by Staff witness Ms. Jennifer L. Hinman, while also rejecting some of 52 

Ms. Hinman’s recommendations.  (Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0).  Specifically, I 53 

support Ms. Hinman’s recommendations that: 54 

o Nicor Gas produce supporting information that clearly identifies the inputs 55 

and basis of those inputs that were used in computing the unit savings 56 

estimates in Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.2 (although I do not believe that it is 57 

reasonable or necessary for Nicor Gas to produce that information in its 58 

rebuttal testimony as it will timely be produced at a later date). 59 

o Nicor Gas file the revised spreadsheet containing the changes to NTG ratio 60 

values, Illinois TRM values, and energy savings goals in this docket no later 61 

than May 1 of each program year in advance of those values taking effect on 62 

June 1. 63 

o The Commission clarify that it expects Nicor Gas to prudently manage the 64 

EEP and adjust funds during a program year in a manner that seeks to increase 65 
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net savings beyond the modified savings goal (although I also recommend that 66 

the Commission clarify that considerations of net savings should strike a 67 

balance between achieving annual as well as lifecycle savings). 68 

• Regarding adjustable savings goals, I recommend that the Commission reject Ms. 69 

Hinman’s recommendation that the Commission clarify that it expects Nicor Gas to 70 

adjust funds during a program year in a manner that seeks to maximize net benefits to 71 

ratepayers. 72 

• Regarding adjustable savings goals, I, along with Nicor Gas witnesses Mr. Jerozal 73 

and Mr. Hammad Chaudhry, recommend that the Commission reject Ms. Hinman’s 74 

recommendations concerning flexibility, reporting, and a modified NTG framework. 75 

• Regarding the  residual risk adjustment, Mr. Jerozal and I both recommended in our 76 

direct testimony that—should the Commission adopt our recommendations 77 

concerning a revised NTG framework and adjustable savings goals—savings goals be 78 

recalculated to remove the 10% residual risk adjustment factors.  (Weaver Dir., Nicor 79 

Ex. 2.0, 22:481-23:494; Jerozal Dir., Nicor Ex. 1.0, 34:755-35:768).  However, 80 

should the Commission reject our recommendations concerning a revised NTG 81 

framework and adjustable savings goals, I believe then that the 10% residual risk 82 

adjustment is still warranted. 83 

IV. REVISED NTG FRAMEWORK 84 

Q. Please reiterate the NTG framework you recommended in your direct testimony. 85 

A. I proposed the following NTG framework: 86 
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• For existing programs, when a Nicor Gas evaluation of a program has identified an 87 

estimated NTG ratio, that ratio will be used prospectively until a new Nicor Gas 88 

evaluation estimates a new NTG ratio.  The prevailing NTG ratio provided by the 89 

independent evaluator by March 1 of any Plan Year is the NTG ratio value to be 90 

applied to the next Plan Year beginning June 1. 91 

• For new programs, planning NTG ratio values that have been provided by the 92 

independent evaluator by March 1 of any Plan Year will be applied prospectively to 93 

the next Plan Year beginning June 1.  These values will be used until a Nicor Gas 94 

evaluation estimates a revised NTG ratio.  If the revised NTG ratio is provided by the 95 

independent evaluator by March 1, then the ratio will be applied to the next Plan Year 96 

beginning June 1.  Thereafter, NTG ratios shall be revised according to the 97 

framework for existing programs described above. 98 

• The independent evaluator will calculate all NTG ratios using estimates of free 99 

ridership, spillover from participating customers and contractors, and spillover from 100 

nonparticipating customers and contractors.  Where spillover evaluations from Nicor 101 

Gas programs are not available, the independent evaluator may rely on deemed values 102 

developed from evaluations of other programs.  If an evaluation does not account for 103 

spillover, then the free rider effect should also be ignored. 104 

(Weaver Dir., Nicor Ex. 2.0, 17:355-376).  105 

Q. Is this framework consistent with recent Commission Orders in other EEP dockets? 106 

A. Not entirely.  In the ComEd proceeding in Docket No. 13-0495 and the Ameren Illinois 107 

proceeding in Docket No. 13-0498, the Commission approved NTG frameworks with 108 
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additional requirements that provided a role for the SAG and also clarified the role of the 109 

independent evaluator in finalizing NTG ratios.  I recommend that the following 110 

language, which is identical to language approved by the Commission in Docket Nos. 13-111 

0495 and 13-0498, be added as a fourth bullet in the revised NTG framework: 112 

• Prior to March 1 of each year, the independent evaluator will present its proposed 113 

NTG values for each program to the SAG.  The purpose of this meeting will be for 114 

the independent evaluator to present its rationale for each value and provide the SAG, 115 

in their advisory role, with an opportunity to question, challenge and suggest 116 

modifications to the independent evaluator’s values.  The independent evaluator will 117 

then review this feedback and make the final determination of values to be used for 118 

the upcoming year. 119 

Q. In your view, with this additional language, how does the revised framework 120 

compare to the framework adopted by the Commission in the Company’s first EEP 121 

in Docket No. 10-0562? 122 

A. With this addition, I believe the revised NTG framework would not be markedly different 123 

from the framework approved in Docket No. 10-0562.  Combined with the 124 

recommendations from my direct testimony, this updated revised framework improves on 125 

the framework from Docket No. 10-0562 because it creates a defined schedule for 126 

completing the process, eliminates the possibility of unnecessary litigation, and decreases 127 

unreasonable evaluation risks faced by Nicor Gas.  128 

Q. In your view, with this additional language, how does the revised framework now 129 

compare to the framework you proposed in your direct testimony? 130 
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A. The new language addresses recommendations for including the SAG that were made in 131 

this docket by Ms. Hinman (Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0), Mr. Mosenthal (Mosenthal Dir., 132 

AG Ex. 1.0), and Environmental Law and Policy Center (“ELPC”) witness Mr. Geoffrey 133 

C. Crandall (Crandall Dir., ELPC Ex. 1.0).  In addition, the new language addresses an 134 

issue raised by Ms. Hinman regarding the need for defining certain terms, and regarding 135 

the potential reliance on older or even outdated NTG ratios raised by Ms. Hinman, Mr. 136 

Mosenthal, and Staff witness Dr. David Brightwell (Brightwell Dir., Staff Ex. 2.0).  The 137 

new language also avoids the drawbacks of the full recommendations made by Mr. 138 

Mosenthal, Mr. Crandall, and Ms. Hinman.  139 

Q. In your view, what are the drawbacks of the framework proposals made by Mr. 140 

Mosenthal, Mr. Crandall, and Ms. Hinman? 141 

A. In my view, the proposals made by these witnesses: 142 

• Are not entirely clear in terms of what they specifically propose, since they reference 143 

each other’s proposals as well as proposals made in other dockets; 144 

• Create unreasonable, retroactive evaluation risks for Nicor Gas; and 145 

• Create overly burdensome requirements for both the SAG and the Commission itself. 146 

Q. Please address your first point regarding the uncertainty surrounding the Staff and 147 

intervenor proposals. 148 

A. Mr. Mosenthal and Mr. Crandall each sponsor identical exhibits with a proposed NTG 149 

framework (AG Ex. 1.2 and ELPC Ex. 1.5), and Ms. Hinman sponsors an exhibit with 150 

her own proposal (Staff Ex. 1.1).  Mr. Mosenthal describes his exhibit as being “similar” 151 

to exhibits he sponsored in Docket Nos. 13-0495 and 13-0498, and describes his exhibit 152 
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as being “very similar, but not identical” to proposals sponsored by Staff in those 153 

dockets.  (Mosenthal Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 24:20-24).  154 

  Mr. Mosenthal goes on to suggest changes to his proposed framework, including 155 

support for Staff’s timeline recommendation (Mosenthal Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 25:11), 156 

additional support for his original timeline recommendation (Id. at 25:12), a proposal that 157 

the Commission to allow SAG to make further changes to the timelines included in the 158 

AG or Staff proposals (Id. at 25:12-14), and support for suggestions made by the Natural 159 

Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) in Docket No. 13-0495 that the independent 160 

evaluators act as arbitrators in resolving disputes (Id. at 28:17-19).  In addition, in 161 

response to Nicor Gas data request NG 2.02, Mr. Mosenthal indicates that he now 162 

supports the language I propose above for a new fourth bullet in my proposed NTG 163 

framework that defines roles for the SAG and the independent evaluator and uses 164 

language identical to that used in the Commission’s Final Orders in Docket Nos. 13-0495 165 

and 13-0498.  (See Nicor Gas Ex. 8.1). 166 

  Mr. Crandall also makes a number of statements that appear to recommend 167 

changes from the specific framework he proposes in ELPC Exhibit 1.5, including 168 

apparent support for Staff proposals made in recent dockets, with the exception of  169 

treatment of voting parties (Crandall Dir., ELPC Ex. 1.0, 17:349-350), as well as support 170 

for suggestions made by NRDC in Docket No. 13-0495 regarding a role for the 171 

independent evaluator in resolving disputes (although Mr. Crandall’s suggestion appears 172 

to fall short of the arbitrator role recommended by Mr. Mosenthal, since the evaluators 173 

would still be required to forward values “subject to the disagreement” to the 174 

Commission for resolution).  (Crandall Dir., ELPC Ex. 1.0, 18:379-384). 175 
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  In short, it is difficult to determine exactly what either Mr. Mosenthal or Mr. 176 

Crandall is recommending as a revised NTG framework. 177 

Q. Please address your second point regarding unreasonable retroactive evaluation 178 

risk. 179 

A. In the revised NTG frameworks proposed in AG Exhibit 1.2, ELPC Exhibit 1.5, and Staff 180 

Exhibit 1.1, in cases where the SAG cannot come to consensus, NTG values would be 181 

calculated as the average of two evaluation results: one evaluation with known values 182 

completed for the previous program year prior (“PYt-1” using the nomenclature defined in 183 

Staff Exhibit 1.1) and one evaluation with unknown values that will be completed for the 184 

current program year (“PYt” in the Staff’s nomenclature).  Since the value for the current 185 

program year will typically not be finalized until 6 to 9 months after the completion of 186 

the program year (which might be as long as a year after the March 1 framework 187 

deadline), this approach inserts a level of retroactive evaluation risk to the proposed NTG 188 

frameworks.  This approach would therefore negate the goal of applying evaluation 189 

results only prospectively, which I address extensively in my direct testimony (Weaver 190 

Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 12:262-14:290), and which Mr. Mosenthal states is the intent of 191 

his proposal (Mosenthal Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 21:13-14). 192 

  In addition, the AG, ELPC, and Staff proposals all include provisions to penalize 193 

utilities by applying all NTG values retroactively in cases where utilities miss deadlines 194 

in early March for filing certain materials with the Commission.  This seems entirely 195 

unwarranted and unnecessary.  The utilities do not manage the independent evaluator, the 196 

SAG, or the other SAG participants and, therefore, do not have the management authority 197 

to require other parties to complete memoranda or reach consensus on defined timelines. 198 
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Q. Please address your final point regarding the burdensome processes required by the 199 

Staff and intervenor proposals. 200 

A. The timeline proposed by Ms. Hinman in Staff Exhibit 1.1 defines a 2-track, 11-step 201 

process that would dominate SAG resources for the four months from November 1 202 

through March 1 of each year.  The timeline proposed in AG Exhibit 1.2 and ELPC 203 

Exhibit 1.5 defines a single-track, 9-step process.  Each proposal defines five separate 204 

memos, although some of these memos could be drafted and submitted separately by 205 

each of the five Illinois program administrators, each of the ten parties who have 206 

intervened in one or more of the current round of EEP dockets, and any other 207 

organization or individual allowed to participate in the SAG process.  The proposals also 208 

call for a number of specific meetings and teleconferences, although additional meetings 209 

would likely be required to address the sheer volume of NTG values required across the 210 

five program administrators, as well as for parties to prepare for the specified meetings 211 

and to negotiate bilaterally with other parties outside of the inclusive SAG process. 212 

In Staff Exhibit 1.2, Ms. Hinman provides email correspondence from the current 213 

independent evaluators that she suggests support her 11-step schedule.  However, it is 214 

unclear to me that this schedule is actually attainable.  For example, for the Nicor Gas 215 

PY2 evaluations, the evaluator met the deadlines for initiating Ms. Hinman’s process 216 

(November 1 for draft residential NTG ratios and December 1 for draft nonresidential 217 

NTG ratios) for only one of the eleven programs undergoing full impact evaluations.  218 

Draft reports were delivered to Nicor Gas and other stakeholders for the other ten 219 

programs on dates lagging behind Ms. Hinman’s proposed schedule by between 12 days 220 

and—to date—at least 66 days for the two programs that still do not have draft reports as 221 
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of the date of this rebuttal filing.  To date, evaluators have encountered issues in meeting 222 

evaluation schedules; these problems would be compounded when compared to the 223 

schedules proposed by Mr. Mosenthal and Mr. Crandall, since their one-track approach 224 

starts on November 1 for all programs.  225 

 The proposals also include provisions for the parties to elevate decisions to the 226 

Commission to address in “rocket dockets” in those cases where, after all the memos, 227 

meetings, and negotiations have taken place, the 11-step (or 9-step) process does not 228 

result in consensus.  The framework proposals call for the utilities to make filings with 229 

the Commission outlining the non-consensus issues, with provisions for all parties to also 230 

file comments and their own positions, and with a request that the Commission resolve 231 

outstanding issues by June 1.  Of course, if the Commission has other pressing business 232 

on its calendar, it may not be able to meet the June 1 request.   233 

To summarize, I believe that the schedules proposed by Ms. Hinman, Mr. 234 

Mosenthal, and Mr. Crandall are burdensome to the SAG parties and to the Commission 235 

itself, and are unworkable. 236 

Q. With the revisions you recommend here in your rebuttal testimony, does your 237 

proposed NTG framework overcome the drawbacks you identify in the Staff and 238 

intervenor proposals? 239 

A. Yes.  My proposal is defined with specific language, it eliminates retroactive application 240 

of NTG evaluation results, and it creates a much simpler approach that ensures that NTG 241 

ratios are finalized by March 1 without requiring a separate Commission proceeding. 242 
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V. SPILLOVER PROVISION OF THE REVISED NTG FRAMEWORK 243 

Q. Is the spillover provision included in the third bullet of the revised NTG framework 244 

you recommend in your direct testimony consistent with recent Commission orders 245 

in other EEP dockets? 246 

A. Not entirely.  In Docket Nos. 13-0495 and 13-0498, the Commission found that, while 247 

“excluding spillover from the NTG calculations is likely to unfairly reduce a program 248 

administrator’s calculated savings,” it also found that “because it can be costly to 249 

determine spillover, the Commission cannot at this time require that it always be 250 

included.  Thus, the Commission directs evaluators to consider spillover while being 251 

mindful of any excessive costs to measure spillover in relation to the predicted impacts of 252 

such measurements.”  Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 13-0495 (Order Jan. 28, 253 

2014), at 101.  See also Ameren Illinois Co. d/b/a Ameren Illinois, Docket No. 13-0498 254 

(Order Jan. 28, 2014), at 100. 255 

Q. Does the spillover recommendation you made in your direct testimony address the 256 

potential costliness of spillover evaluations? 257 

A. Yes, I believe it does, at least to some extent, because my recommendation does not 258 

require that the independent evaluator conduct primary research to develop spillover 259 

estimates to use in the NTG calculations.  Instead, I explicitly allow the independent 260 

evaluator to “rely on deemed values developed from evaluations of other programs.”  261 

(Weaver Dir., Nicor Ex. 2.0, 17:373-375).  I also make it clear in my direct testimony that 262 

the independent evaluator could assign spillover values of 0% when that is the most 263 

appropriate value supported by secondary (or primary) research.  (Weaver Dir., Nicor Ex. 264 
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2.0, 20:427-444).  I believe that these provisions will ensure that costs for developing 265 

spillover estimates will not be prohibitively expensive. 266 

Q. Are you opposed to including language similar to that found in the 2014 ComEd and 267 

Ameren Illinois orders in your proposed NTG framework? 268 

A. No.  I acknowledge that, even with my provisions, the costs for determining spillover will 269 

not be eliminated, although they can potentially be greatly reduced.  I am also mindful of 270 

the limitations on evaluation spending required by Section 8-104 of the Public Utilities 271 

Act (the “Act”).  I therefore recommend that the third bullet of my revised NTG 272 

framework be modified to include language similar to that included in the Commission’s 273 

Final Orders in the ComEd and Ameren Illinois dockets.  Commonwealth Edison Co., 274 

Docket No. 13-0495 (Order Jan. 28, 2014), at 101; Ameren Illinois Co. d/b/a Ameren 275 

Illinois, Docket No. 13-0498 (Order Jan. 28, 2014), at 100.  I also recommend that the 276 

third bullet maintain language that makes it clear that the independent evaluator may rely 277 

on deemed values from secondary research in considering spillover.  Consistent with 278 

these two recommendations, I propose that the third bullet of my revised framework be 279 

modified as follows: 280 

• Excluding spillover from NTG calculations is likely to unfairly reduce a program 281 

administrator’s calculated savings, but because it can be costly to determine spillover, 282 

the independent evaluator is not required to always include it in NTG ratio 283 

calculations.  However, the independent evaluator should consider spillover, 284 

including, when appropriate, relying on deemed values developed from evaluations of 285 

other programs, while being mindful of any excessive costs to measure spillover in 286 

relation to the predicted impacts of such measurements. 287 
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Q. Does this modification address all the issues raised by Staff and intervenors in their 288 

direct testimony? 289 

A. Not entirely, although I believe it addresses a primary issue raised by Mr. Mosenthal, Mr. 290 

Crandall, and Dr. Brightwell, who all objected to the language in my original proposal 291 

that would have directed the independent evaluator to ignore free rider effects in cases 292 

when evaluations did not account for spillover. That language is now eliminated. 293 

Q. Were additional issues regarding spillover raised by Staff and intervenors in their 294 

direct testimony? 295 

A. Yes.  Staff raised the following three additional issues: 296 

• Dr. Brightwell proposed that a portfolio-wide spillover evaluation be considered.  297 

(Brightwell Dir., Staff Ex. 2.0, 9:193-10:226). 298 

• Dr. Brightwell proposed that the Commission adjust portfolio savings goals to reflect 299 

his understanding of the Company’s treatment of spillover in estimating savings 300 

goals.  (Brightwell Dir., Staff Ex. 2.0, 8:182-9:192).  301 

• Ms. Hinman recommends that Nicor Gas explain in its rebuttal testimony what 302 

constitutes participant and non-participant spillover for each of its energy efficiency 303 

programs and exactly how it could reasonably be estimated through each of the 304 

program evaluations.  (Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 42:976-984). 305 

Q. Please address the first issue regarding the statewide spillover evaluation. 306 

A. Dr. Brightwell proposes that the Commission “encourage the Company and its evaluator 307 

to work with the … SAG in determining the feasibility of a portfolio-level spillover 308 
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study.”  (Brightwell Dir., Staff Ex. 2.0, 10:224-226).  I have no objection to this 309 

recommendation. 310 

Q. Please address the second issue regarding adjustments to portfolio savings to reflect 311 

the Company’s treatment of spillover. 312 

A. In calculating savings goals for Plan Year (“PY”) 4 through PY6, Nicor Gas relied on 313 

NTG values that mirrored the consensus values reached by the SAG for PY3.  Because 314 

these values include spillover estimates where appropriate, there is no need to make 315 

adjustments to the proposed goals to somehow correct for spillover estimates as 316 

recommended by Dr. Brightwell.  317 

Q. Please address the third issue regarding the definition of spillover. 318 

A. In her direct testimony, Ms. Hinman recommends that the Commission only adopt the 319 

Company’s spillover proposal if the Company first explains “what constitutes participant 320 

and non-participant spillover for each of its energy efficiency programs and exactly how 321 

it could reasonably be estimated through each of the program evaluations.”  (Hinman 322 

Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 42:976-984). 323 

Q. Should the Commission adopt her recommendation? 324 

A. No.  Her request is unreasonable and unnecessary.  Spillover can result from a wide range 325 

of potential measures and market effects, and these can vary by program and market, as 326 

well as by individual customer and trade ally.  Any attempt by me or by Nicor Gas to 327 

define all potential spillover effects and all appropriate estimation techniques in advance 328 

of programs operating in the field would be premature.  Ms. Hinman appears to be 329 

attempting to limit the independent evaluator in its estimation of future spillover effects, 330 
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which would be inappropriate.  As I explained in my responses to Staff data requests JLH 331 

1.10 and JLH 1.11, “any attempt to provide such a definition would be better 332 

accomplished by the independent evaluator based, at least in part, on surveys of real 333 

customers, trade allies, and implementation contractors.”  Ms. Hinman attaches copies of 334 

these responses to her direct testimony.  (Staff Ex. 1.3, 11-12). 335 

VI. ADJUSTABLE SAVINGS GOALS 336 

Q. Please reiterate the proposal you made in your direct testimony regarding 337 

adjustable savings goals. 338 

A. I recommended that the Commission establish savings goals that will be adjusted after 339 

the start of the EEP to remain current with changes in NTG and TRM assumptions that 340 

also occur after the start of the EEP.  (Weaver Dir., Nicor Ex. 2.0, 21:448-450).   Mr. 341 

Jerozal, in his direct testimony, provided a more detailed description of the Nicor Gas 342 

proposal and how it would work.  (Jerozal Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 33:725-34:739).  In 343 

short, it involves calculating adjustment factors that decrease goals when evaluation 344 

results are lower than planning assumptions, but increase goals when evaluation results 345 

increase relative to the plan.  (Id.) 346 

Q. Did the Commission adopt similar provisions in its recent orders in the EEP dockets 347 

for ComEd or Ameren Illinois? 348 

A. Yes.  In Docket No. 13-0498, the Commission adopted provisions for adjustable savings 349 

goals recommended by Ameren Illinois, which were substantially identical to the 350 

recommendations in my direct testimony.  In its Final Order, the Commission also placed 351 

certain conditions on Ameren Illinois that were recommended by Ms. Hinman.  ComEd 352 
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did not request similar provisions in Docket No. 13-0495 and so the Commission did not 353 

rule on adjustable savings goals in that docket. 354 

Q. What conditions on the use of adjustable savings goals does Ms. Hinman 355 

recommend for Nicor Gas in this docket? 356 

A. Ms. Hinman supports the Nicor Gas proposal in concept, but also recommends that the 357 

Commission order the Company to comply with the following seven requirements: 358 

• Her recommendations with regard to management flexibility (Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 359 

1.0, 27:617). 360 

• Her recommendations with regard to reporting (Id.). 361 

• Her recommended modifications to the NTG framework (Id. at 27:617-618). 362 

• Recalculating savings goals to remove the 10% residual risk adjustment factors (Id. at 363 

27:619-620). 364 

• Producing information to identify the inputs used in computing unit savings estimates 365 

in Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.2 (Id. at 27:620-623).  366 

• Filing a spreadsheet calculating adjusted savings goals reflecting changes to NTG 367 

ratio values and Illinois TRM values by May 1 of each program year (Id. at 27:630-368 

635). 369 

• Clarifying that the Commission expects the Company to prudently manage the Plan 370 

and adjust funds during a program year in a manner that seeks to increase net savings 371 

beyond the modified savings goal and maximize net benefits for ratepayers (Id. at 372 

28:656-660). 373 
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Q. Do you agree that the Commission should adopt all seven of these requirements 374 

before adopting your proposal regarding adjustable savings goals? 375 

A. No.  While I agree with some of her recommendations, I do not believe that all seven 376 

requirements are necessary or appropriate.  Mr. Jerozal, in his rebuttal testimony, 377 

addresses Ms. Hinman’s first two recommendations relating to management flexibility 378 

and reporting.  (Jerozal Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 7.0).  I address Ms. Hinman’s proposed NTG 379 

framework in Section IV of my rebuttal testimony above and her recommendation 380 

relating to the 10% residual risk adjustment in Section VII of my rebuttal testimony 381 

below.  I address her remaining three recommendations here. 382 

Q. Please address Ms. Hinman’s fifth recommendation regarding identification of the 383 

inputs and basis of those inputs that were used in computing the unit savings 384 

estimates in Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.2.  385 

A. I believe that it is reasonable for Nicor Gas to produce this information, but I do not 386 

believe that it is necessary or reasonable to produce it as part of the Company’s rebuttal 387 

testimony.  Given the accelerated timeline of this docket, as well as the volume of issues 388 

and testimony submitted by Staff and intervenors in their direct testimony, I believe that 389 

schedule is unreasonable.  However, as discussed by Mr. Chaudhry in his rebuttal 390 

testimony, the Company is committed to providing that information to all parties with the 391 

Company’s compliance filing after the Commission enters its Final Order in this 392 

proceeding.  (Chaudhry Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 9.0). 393 

Q. Please address Ms. Hinman’s sixth recommendation regarding filing revised 394 

spreadsheet in future years once changes to NTG ratio and Illinois TRM values are 395 

known.  396 
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A. I believe this is a reasonable and appropriate condition that will facilitate the management 397 

of the EEP.  I also note that, if the Commission adopts my earlier recommendations 398 

regarding the NTG framework, this filing could be made by May 1 in all years, and 399 

would not require the additional language on alternative deadlines as proposed by Ms. 400 

Hinman. 401 

Q. Please address Ms. Hinman’s seventh recommendation that the Order in this docket 402 

clarify that the Commission expects the Company to prudently manage the EEP and 403 

adjust funds during a program year in a manner that seeks to increase net savings 404 

beyond the modified savings goal and maximize net benefits for ratepayers. 405 

A. I think it is reasonable for the Commission to expect the Company to prudently manage 406 

the EEP and adjust funds during a program year in a manner that seeks to increase net 407 

savings beyond the modified savings goal.  I also note that, as Mr. Jerozal described in 408 

his direct testimony, Nicor Gas considered both annual and lifecycle net savings in 409 

developing the portfolio recommended in the proposed EEP (Jerozal Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 410 

1.0, 17:381-384); I recommend that the Commission clarify that it expects Nicor Gas to 411 

seek to balance annual and lifecycle savings opportunities in its management of the EEP.  412 

If Nicor Gas considered only annual net savings in its portfolio management, it may face 413 

situations in which it could increase annual savings only at the expense of lower lifecycle 414 

savings, and I do not believe that this would be the best policy for Illinois. 415 

I also recommend that the Commission reject Ms. Hinman’s recommendation to 416 

maximize net benefits for ratepayers, because I believe that it would conflict with other 417 

objectives that are important for portfolio management.  For example, the Act requires 418 

Nicor Gas to demonstrate that its overall portfolio of energy efficiency measures 419 
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“represent a diverse cross section of opportunities for customers of all rate classes to 420 

participate in the programs.”  220 ILCS 5/8-104(f)(5).  Because programs targeting some 421 

rate classes will necessarily be less cost effective than others, and because the Act limits 422 

total portfolio spending, a strict requirement to maximize net benefits for ratepayers 423 

would force Nicor Gas to forego less cost-effective programs and maximize spending on 424 

a limited number of programs and rate classes providing the most cost-effective 425 

opportunities.  In my view, this approach would not allow Nicor Gas to fulfill the 426 

portfolio diversity requirements of Section 8-104(f)(5).  427 

In his direct testimony, Mr. Jerozal identified six planning objectives that Nicor 428 

Gas balanced in developing the portfolio included in the proposed EEP.  (Jerozal Dir., 429 

Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 15:339-16:345).  While cost-effectiveness (and related net benefits) 430 

represents one objective, I believe that it is also important for Nicor Gas to consider the 431 

other five objectives in prudently managing the EEP.  432 

Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Mr. Mosenthal and Citizens Utility Board 433 

(“CUB”) witness Ms. Rebecca Devens regarding adjustable savings goals. 434 

A. Mr. Mosenthal raised three broad objections, stating that my proposal for adjustable 435 

saving goals would: 436 

• Virtually eliminate all performance risk.  (Mosenthal Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 32:3-11). 437 

• Remove incentive for Nicor Gas to make appropriate program changes to “strive for 438 

higher NTG values ... when NTG values are becoming increasing low” or when “the 439 

TRM determined that a measure was saving very little and no longer cost-effective.”  440 

(Id. at 32:13-33:10). 441 
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• Be “administratively burdensome and impractical.”  (Id. at 34:11-13). 442 

Ms. Devens raised an issue similar to Mr. Mosenthal’s second point, stating that 443 

with the adjustable savings goals in place, “Nicor Gas would not have to respond to 444 

changes in the market or in evaluation results….”  (Devens Dir., CUB Ex. 1.0, 8:144-445 

145). 446 

Q. Do you agree that your proposal eliminates performance risk for Nicor Gas? 447 

A. No.  This is simply not true.  As Mr. Jerozal stated in his direct testimony, my proposal 448 

only mitigates some of the risks faced by Nicor Gas.  (Jerozal Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 449 

31:680-32:698).  The Company is still responsible for all of the delivery risk associated 450 

with achieving the participation targets outlined in the proposed EEP while managing 451 

costs to remain within budgets allowed under Section 8-104(d) of the Act.  452 

In addition, my recommendations for adjustable savings goals only protect Nicor 453 

Gas from a portion of remaining evaluation risks.  As Mr. Jerozal stated in his direct 454 

testimony, Nicor Gas will continue to face retroactive gross savings risk for all measures 455 

not covered by the TRM, which in the proposed EEP represent over 40% of projected 456 

savings.  (Jerozal Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 29:633-635).  In addition, Nicor Gas will 457 

continue to face realization rate risk.  458 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Mosenthal’s and Ms. Devens’ comments regarding 459 

incentives for Nicor Gas to make appropriate program changes? 460 

A. While I disagree with their characterization of how Nicor Gas would manage the 461 

portfolio under the adjustable savings goals, I also believe that the condition 462 

recommended by Ms. Hinman, which I support, for the Commission to “clarify that it 463 
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expects Nicor Gas to prudently manage the Plan and adjust funds during a program year 464 

in a manner that seeks to increase net savings beyond the modified savings goal” 465 

adequately addresses their concerns.  (Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 28:656-658). 466 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Mosenthal’s suggestion that your approach is 467 

administratively burdensome and impractical? 468 

A. I disagree entirely.  Nicor Gas has already completed the exercise of applying forecasted 469 

NTG ratios and TRM algorithms to calculate the savings goals proposed for the EEP.  470 

Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.2 provides the key inputs and calculations used in developing the 471 

proposed savings goals, although, as Ms. Hinman points out, there are additional 472 

assumptions and calculations that were required to develop TRM savings estimates.  It is 473 

my understanding that Nicor Gas is committed to providing all relevant assumptions and 474 

calculations with the Company’s compliance filing after the Commission enters its Final 475 

Order in this proceeding.  The Commission has also directed Ameren Illinois to provide 476 

similar information in a compliance filing in Docket No. 13-0498.  Using this 477 

information as a starting point, an annual filing as proposed by Ms. Hinman in her direct 478 

testimony would provide a simple, straightforward approach for calculating adjusted 479 

savings goals that would be transparent to all parties. 480 

VII. RESIDUAL RISK ADJUSTMENT 481 

Q. If the Commission adopts the recommendations you outline previously in your 482 

rebuttal testimony, how would that affect the residual risk adjustment? 483 

A. Mr. Jerozal and I both recommended in our direct testimony that—should the 484 

Commission adopt our recommendations concerning the NTG framework and adjustable 485 
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savings goals—savings goals be recalculated to remove the 10% residual risk adjustment 486 

factors.  (Weaver Dir., Nicor Ex. 2.0, 22:481-23:494; Jerozal Dir., Nicor Ex. 1.0, 34:755-487 

35:768).  However, should the Commission reject our recommendations concerning the 488 

NTG framework and adjustable savings goals, I believe then that the 10% residual risk 489 

adjustment is still warranted. 490 

Q. What objections have Staff and intervenors raised regarding the residual risk 491 

adjustment? 492 

A. Beyond recommending that the Commission eliminate the adjustment, the parties seem to 493 

provide little or no justification supporting their positions. 494 

Q. Can you provide examples from other jurisdictions where public utility commissions 495 

have approved performance goals that include adjustments to mitigate risks faced 496 

by utilities in managing energy efficiency portfolios?  497 

A. Yes.  In a number of states, utilities receive shareholder rewards that provide financial 498 

incentives for increasing savings performance.  While the Act defines financial penalties 499 

that provide disincentive for Illinois utilities to avoid low savings performance, I believe 500 

the concepts are generally analogous. 501 

  In many of these states, shareholder rewards are structured in a manner that 502 

allows utilities to receive financial rewards even when performance is below planned 503 

savings goals.  For example, in my home state of Colorado, utilities begin receiving 504 

shareholder incentives when they achieve savings that are 80% of planned goals.  I am 505 

aware of similar approaches that have been applied in at least seven additional states, 506 

including Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 507 
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and Rhode Island, with utility shareholders receiving financial awards at performance 508 

levels between 50% and 85% of planned savings goals.  In other words, these states have 509 

approved performance goals that include residual risk adjustments that are analogous to 510 

the adjustments used by Nicor Gas in its proposed EEP.  With a risk adjustment of only 511 

10%, the value proposed by Nicor Gas is also more conservative than those defined in all 512 

eight of these comparison states. 513 

Q. Do you believe it would be reasonable for the Commission to adopt savings goals 514 

that includes a 10% residual risk adjustment? 515 

A. Yes, although as I stated earlier, if the Commission adopts my recommendations 516 

regarding the NTG framework and adjustable savings goals, I believe that the 10% risk 517 

adjustment should be removed.  518 

If the Commission does not adopt my other recommendations, then I believe it 519 

would be reasonable and fair for the Commission to adopt savings goals that are 520 

calculated with the 10% residual risk adjustment factor.  Without the structure provided 521 

by my other recommendations, Nicor Gas faces substantial evaluation risks that are 522 

beyond their management control.  Even if Nicor Gas were to deliver the rest of the 523 

proposed EEP exactly as written—delivering the exact participation levels within the 524 

exact budgets defined in Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.1—the Company could still face financial 525 

penalties due to changes in evaluation assumptions that are beyond its control and that are 526 

defined so late in the process that Nicor Gas would not have time to respond with 527 

portfolio adjustments.  I believe a 10% risk adjustment would provide Nicor Gas with 528 

reasonable management flexibility under these circumstances.  529 
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The approach is consistent—and even more conservative—than analogous risk 530 

adjustments that are used in setting financial incentives in eight other states.  In my view, 531 

establishing savings goals without the risk adjustment would set Nicor Gas up for failure.  532 

I believe a better approach would be for the Commission to establish goals that allow 533 

Nicor Gas to succeed.  534 

VIII. CONCLUSION 535 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 536 

A. Yes. 537 
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